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Eau Claire TIN's

"Triangulated Ir regular Network"

Digital Elevation Model

Using the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) ArcScene is
able to create a TIN. A TIN model is formed by
irregularly spaced points with more points in rough
terrain. These points are then connected by lines to form
triangles giving it the 3D effect. As it forms we see the
TIN model appear above the DEM as shown to the right
which appears in 3D.
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Using the TIN model it was possible to adjust the colors by
elevation. This allows the ability to display features by color
such as making the lowest elevation blue shows the river.
This was further enhanced when adding the aerial
photographs to the scene. In order to place the image on top
of the TIN models we just neede to adjust the base height of
the photographs. By setting each point of the photo to the
same height as the original DEMwe are able to see the aerial
photographs in 3D as shown in the image to the left.

Hapuna Beach, Hawaii was mapped in the field with a Trimble Pro XR
GPS unit. The information collected was part of a larger research
project studying beach erosion on the beach. The data collected by the
GPS unit was then downloaded with Pathfinder Office. Pathfinder
however only shows the line work of the collected data so the data
was then exported to ArcView so that each of the different project
layers could be viewed. These layers included: beach perimeter, sand
dunes, rockline, GPR transects, sidewalk, lazer beacon, lifeguard
station, and showers. With each of the different layers shown the map
was then exported to a graphics program, Adobe Illustrator, where the
final editing was done for displaying the map as it is now seen.
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In order to view our data we placed
it on top of an aerial photo. Upon
examination of the data it became
clear that in open areas we found the
straightest lines. Along the track in the
open area we had the lowest PDOP's
which in turn resulted in an extremely
accurate overlay of the track. Within
the area of high tree cover we found
much higher PDOP's and also areas in
which we lost our 3D-real time
correction. This is best shown by the
high number of "spikes" we see in the
tree cover.
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For this project we
wanted to test the accuracy
of the Trimble ProXR under
different settings. We
decided that we had no
reason to leave the area for
this study. We chose to
perform this test in Putnam
Park for the tree cover and
the track on upper campus
for an open area.
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FIELD MAPPING WITH GPS

Test Area

Hapuna Beach, Hawaii

The Trimble Pro XR GPS unit
showed us the results that we expected
to recieve. However, even though we
recieved higher PDOP's and jagged
lines within the wooded areas we still
get results that are accurate enough to
generalize the routes of trails in
Putnam Park. From these results one
could easily use a program such as
Adobe Illustrator to get complete
artistic control and create a map that is
accurate enough for almost every use.
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To the left is a photo map of West Duluth, Minnesota. This map was
produced with Digital Orthophoto Quadrangles (DOQ's) by
combining four DOQ's in Adobe Photoshop. After combining each of
the photos the water was manually selected and then a black color was
applied to the photo. The edited image was then saved as a jpeg image
and placed in Adobe Illustrator for creating the map. In Illustrator the
roads, railroads and text was created. Using the "pen tool" a drawing
tool to create all of the linework and the text tool to label each of the
features.

